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Abstract
This article is a survey of the current status of the classiﬁcation and enumeration of self-dual
linear codes of small to moderate lengths over the ﬁelds F2, F3, and F4 and the rings Z4,
F2 + uF2, and F2 + vF2. Self-duality is considered using a variety of inner products. We also
examine formally self-dual binary codes and additive self-dual codes over F4.
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1. Introduction
The 1948 publication of Claude Shannon’s landmark paper “A mathematical theory
of communication” [149] signiﬁed the beginning of coding theory. The codes studied
early in this history were generally binary codes. Now codes over other ﬁelds and even
over rings are common in both mathematical and engineering literature. The theory
of error-correcting codes is so extensive that no one article can serve as an adequate
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survey. In this paper only a small, but signiﬁcant, portion of the discipline will be
examined.
Researchers in coding theory have been interested in ﬁnding the best codes that will
serve a particular function. Sometimes they are interested in ﬁnding one “best” code,
while at other times they want all “best” codes. For example if one desires to use codes
for information transmission or data storage, the object is to have codes with small
length for fast transmission, a large number of codewords to send a large number of
messages, and high “minimum weight” to correct many errors. These goals conﬂict. So
researchers may restrict one or more of these parameters and then ﬁnd one or all “best”
codes in terms of the other parameter(s). For example, [26] and at websites therein
contain tables showing the largest minimum weight given the length and dimension of
the code over small alphabets.
One class of codes that has received an enormous research effort has been self-
dual codes, the primary topic of this paper. Such codes, while of interest themselves,
have close connections to other mathematical structures such as block designs, lattices,
modular forms, and sphere packings; see [2,6,15,36,43,57,66,67,76,94,113,114,145,153].
We will describe what is currently known about the classiﬁcation of these codes for
small to moderate lengths over three ﬁelds and three rings. The ﬁelds examined will
be the binary, ternary, and quaternary ﬁelds F2, F3, and F4. The three rings will be
Z4, F2 + uF2, and F2 + vF2. Note that these three rings and the ﬁeld F4 are precisely
the four commutative rings with unity of size 4. Here Z4 is the integers modulo 4;
F2 + uF2 = {0, 1, u, 1+ u} is a commutative ring of characteristic 2 with u2 = 0; and
F2 + vF2 = {0, 1, v, 1+v} is a commutative ring of characteristic 2 with v2 = v, which
is isomorphic to F2 × F2 where v = (1, 0) and 1+ v = (0, 1).
Let R be one of the above rings or ﬁelds. A linear (block) code C of length n is
an R-submodule of Rn. In the case where R = Fq , the ﬁeld with q elements, C is
a vector subspace of Fnq ; if its dimension is k, C has qk codewords and is called an
[n, k] code over Fq . When R is not a ﬁeld, dimension will not be considered; rather
the number of codewords will be important. A generator matrix for a linear code is a
matrix whose rows form a minimal spanning set of the code; if the code is an [n, k]
code over Fq , a generator matrix is a k×n matrix whose rows are a basis of the code.
Deﬁne ni(x) to be the number of components of x equal to i ∈ R. For x ∈ Rn, the
Hamming weight wtH(x) of x is wtH(x) =∑i 	=0 ni(x), the number of nonzero entries
in x. For F2 and F3, this will be the only weight considered, but for F4, Z4, F2 + uF2,
and F2 + vF2 other weights are also important. For x, y ∈ Rn, the Hamming distance
between x and y is wtH(x− y). The minimum Hamming weight or minimum Hamming
distance dH of C is the minimum nonzero Hamming weight of any codeword in C. The
minimum Hamming distance of C is signiﬁcant because C can correct (dH − 1)/2
errors. A linear code over Fq of length n, dimension k, and minimum Hamming distance
dH is an [n, k, dH] code. The (Hamming) weight enumerator W = W(C) of C is the
polynomial W =∑ni=0 Aiyi where Ai is the number of codewords in C of Hamming
weight i. For our other weights, there are analogous notions of distance, minimum
weight, minimum distance, and weight enumerators.
Depending on R, various inner products or bilinear forms can be imposed on Rn.
Unless otherwise stated, the inner product we use will be the ordinary inner product
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xiyi computed in R,
where x, y ∈ Rn with x = x1x2 · · · xn and y = y1y2 · · · yn. The dual code C⊥ of C is
the code C⊥ = {x ∈ Rn | (x, c) = 0 for all c ∈ C}. The code C is self-orthogonal if
C ⊆ C⊥ and self-dual if C = C⊥. In all cases we consider, |C| · |C⊥| = rn where R has
r elements and |A| denotes the number of codewords in A. Self-dual codes have √rn
codewords. If R = Fq and C is an [n, k] code, C⊥ is an [n, n− k] code, and self-dual
codes have dimension n/2 implying n is even.
When considering code classiﬁcation, a notion of equivalence is necessary. A square
matrix with entries from R is monomial if there is exactly one nonzero entry in each
row and column. Such a matrix is invertible if the nonzero entries are all invertible
elements of R. If R = Fq , the invertible elements are all the nonzero elements. The
invertible elements of Z4 are 1 and 3, those of F2 + uF2 are 1 and 1+u, while the only
invertible element of F2 + vF2 is 1. So if R = F2 or F2 + vF2, the invertible monomial
matrices are precisely the permutation matrices. An invertible monomial matrix M can
be written as M = PD where P is a permutation matrix and D is a diagonal matrix
with invertible elements on the diagonal. If C is a code of length n over R and M is
an n× n invertible monomial matrix, then CM = {cM | c ∈ C}. The effect of applying
M = PD to C is to permute the coordinates according to P and rescale them according
to D. Except when R = F4, two codes C1 and C2 are equivalent if there exists an
invertible monomial matrix M such that C1M = C2. In the case R = F4, C1 and C2 are
equivalent if there exists an invertible monomial matrix M such that either C1M = C2
or C1M = C2 where  is the automorphism (conjugation) of F4 sending each element
of F4 to its square. To compute C1M, ﬁrst apply M to a codeword of C1 and then
conjugate each entry. Note that in all cases except R = F4, if C1 and C2 are equivalent
and C1 is self-orthogonal under the ordinary inner product, so is C2. The automorphism
group of C is the set of invertible monomial matrices M (or M if R = F4) such that
CM = C (or CM = C).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the current status of the
classiﬁcation of binary self-dual codes out to length 72, with some discussion for
longer lengths. We also examine a more general class of codes termed formally self-
dual binary codes. Next, Section 3 describes the current status of the classiﬁcation of
ternary self-dual codes out to length 72. Section 4 looks at self-dual codes over F4,
including a class of codes called additive self-dual codes. The last three sections deal
with self-dual codes over the three rings Z4, F2 + uF2, and F2 + vF2.
2. Binary codes
Among all self-dual codes, the binary ones have received the most attention in the
literature. In this section we consider the classiﬁcation of binary self-dual codes of
lengths up to 72, including some information at longer lengths, as well as binary
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formally self-dual codes of lengths up to 48. The only weight considered for binary
codewords is Hamming weight, simply called weight in this section.
A binary code is even if all its codewords have even weight. Self-dual binary codes
are even. In addition, some of these codes have all codewords of weight divisible by 4.
A self-dual binary code with all codewords of weight divisible by 4 is called doubly-
even or Type II; a self-dual code with some codeword of weight not divisible by 4 is
called singly-even or Type I. 1 Type II codes exist only for lengths a multiple of 8.
Various upper bounds on the minimum distance of these codes have been proved. The
ﬁrst bound was given in 1973 [125].
Theorem 2.1. Let C be an [n, n/2, dH] self-dual binary code. Then
(i) dH2 n/8 + 2.
(ii) If C is Type II, then dH4 n/24 + 4.
A code meets a bound if equality holds in the bound. Ward [158] proved that the
bound in Theorem 2.1(i) is met only when n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 14, 22, and 24. This
bound was strengthened for Type I codes in 1990 [41].
Theorem 2.2. Let C be an [n, n/2, dH] Type I code with n 	= 2, 12, 22, or 32. Then
dH2(n+ 6)/10.
In 1998, Rains [141,144] presented a second improvement on the bound for Type I
codes, showing that essentially the stronger bound of Theorem 2.1(ii) for Type II codes
holds for Type I codes except when the length is 22modulo 24.
Theorem 2.3. Let C be an [n, n/2, dH] self-dual binary code. Then dH4 n/24 + 4
if n 	≡ 22 (mod 24). If n ≡ 22 (mod 24), then dH4 n/24 + 6, and if equality holds,
C can be obtained by shortening a Type II code of length n + 2. If 24 | n and
dH = 4 n/24 + 4, then C is Type II.
Type I codes meeting the bound of Theorem 2.3 and Type II codes meeting the bound
of Theorem 2.1(ii) are called extremal. 2 By [168] extremal Type II codes do not exist
for lengths n > 3928.
The proof of Theorem 2.3 when the code is Type I uses the concept of the shadow.
The shadow S of a Type I code C is C⊥0 \ C where C0 is all codewords in C of
weights 0modulo 4. Bachoc and Gaborit [5] introduced the concept of s-extremal codes.
If dH and s are the minimum weights of C and S, respectively, they proved that
2dH+ sn/2+ 4 except when n ≡ 22 (mod 24) and dH = 4 n/24+ 6, in which case
2dH + s = n/2+ 8. Type I codes are s-extremal if 2dH + s is as large as possible. The
1 In the early literature, some authors used the term “Type I” to mean self-dual, thereby including Type
II codes as a subset of Type I codes. We choose to exclude Type II codes from the Type I classiﬁcation.
2 For Type I codes, the bound of Theorem 2.3 is the best of the three bounds for all n except
2n10, 26n30, n = 50 and n = 52. So for these exceptional lengths, there are no Type I
extremal codes. Note that the deﬁnition of extremal has changed as the bounds have improved.
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s-extremal Type I codes with dH = 2 (where the code is shown to be unique for any
even n) and dH = 4 (where it is shown that n22) were classiﬁed by Elkies [61]. If
dH = 6, then 22n44 and the code is unique if n = 40, 42, or 44 [5]. Both extremal
and s-extremal codes are also of interest because codewords of certain weights support
block designs.
2.1. Type I and II codes of lengths 2–36
Using mass formulas, which provide the ability to count these codes, all binary
self-dual codes have been classiﬁed up to equivalence for length n with 2n32. We
summarize what is known about these codes in Table 1. The number of inequivalent
Type I and II codes is listed under “#I” and “#II”, respectively. In the table, “dmax,I”,
respectively “dmax,II”, is the largest minimum weight for which a Type I, respectively
Type II, code exists. The superscript “E” indicates that the code is extremal; the su-
perscript “O” indicates the code is not extremal but optimal—that is, no code of the
given type can exist with a larger minimum weight. Also the number of inequivalent
Type I and II codes of these highest minimum weights is listed under “#max,I” and
“#max,II”, respectively. References for the classiﬁcations are given in the table. When
n 	≡ 0 (mod 8), Type II codes do not exist and blanks are placed in the table.
Recently, all [34, 17, 6] Type I codes were classiﬁed (as indicated in [13], conﬁrmed
in [67], and listed at http://www.cs.umanitoba.ca/ umbilou1/.) Using these
codes all [36, 18, 8] Type I codes were then classiﬁed in [67]. These values are listed
in the table. Complete classiﬁcations of all Type I codes of lengths 34 and 36 have
not been done.
2.2. Type I codes of lengths 38–72
For any length greater than 32, there has not been complete classiﬁcation of either
Type I or Type II codes. Rather than attempt a complete classiﬁcation, which seems
to be virtually impossible because of the large number of codes, researchers have
attempted to classify those of most interest—the extremal codes. Even that has proved
illusive primarily because no “mass formula” is known that will help count the extremal
codes. 3 For extremal Type I codes, only lengths 34, 36, and 46 have been classiﬁed
completely; classiﬁcation of lengths 34 and 36 was described in the previous subsection.
For extremal Type II codes, only length 48 has been settled; the extended quadratic
residue code is the only extremal Type II code of length 48 [97], and shortening this
code produces the unique [46, 23, 10] extremal Type I code [92].
The 1990 paper of Conway and Sloane [41], in which the bound of Theorem 2.2
was derived, introduced the concept of the shadow code that enabled the authors to ﬁnd
possible weight enumerators for Type I codes meeting the Conway—Sloane Bound. For
a given length at most 72, there is either a short list of possible weight enumerators
3 There is one exception to this statement. There is a mass formula for all extremal Type II codes of
length 40 found in [120] using a correspondence between these codes and lattices; this formula implies
that there are at least 12579 inequivalent [40, 20, 8] Type II codes.
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Table 1
Type I and II codes of length 2n36
n #I #II dmax,I #max,I dmax,II #max,II References
2 1 2O 1 [131]
4 1 2O 1 [131]
6 1 2O 1 [131]
8 1 1 2O 1 4E 1 [131]
10 2 2O 2 [131]
12 3 4E 1 [131]
14 4 4E 1 [131]
16 5 2 4E 1 4E 2 [131]
18 9 4E 2 [131]
20 16 4E 7 [131]
22 25 6E 1 [137]
24 46 9 6E 1 8E 1 [137]
26 103 6O 1 [37,40,133]
28 261 6O 3 [37,40,133]
30 731 6O 13 [37,40,133]
32 3210 85 8E 3 8E 5 [13,37,41]
34 ? 6O 938 [13,67]
36 ? 8E 41 [67]
Complete classiﬁcations of all Type I codes of lengths 34 and 36 have not been done.
or a short list of forms the weight enumerators can take involving one or two inte-
ger parameters. This paper spurred a number of authors to try to ﬁnd which weight
enumerators actually occur. The methods for doing this have been quite varied.
Simultaneously, researchers have attempted to classify the extremal codes with ad-
ditional restrictions. One restriction was to ﬁnd the extremal codes with a given auto-
morphism. Codes with automorphisms of odd prime order, respectively order 2, were
ﬁrst studied in [38,98,110] and [17,29]. A related restriction is to ﬁnd the extremal
codes with a double circulant or bordered double circulant construction. An [n, n/2]
code has a double circulant, respectively, bordered double circulant construction if it
has a generator matrix G with
G = [ In/2 An/2 ] , respectively, G =

 In/2






where Im is the m×m identity matrix and Am is an m×m circulant matrix.
In what follows, we summarize what seems to be currently known for extremal
Type I codes of length n with 38n72. For each even n in this range, we list weight
enumerators from [41], with a few corrections from other papers, together with a list
of the enumerators known to arise. These weight enumerators may have parameters;
the parameters are all integers with the ranges as indicated. Table X of [144], updated
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in Table 9.1 of [106], gives a lower bound on the number of extremal codes of given
length. Here we give improved lower bounds on the number of codes which further
revise Table X in lengths 38, 40, 42, 44, 48, 50, and 54. Hadamard matrices have also
been used to construct Type I codes. If Hm is a Hadamard matrix of order m with
m ≡ 4 (mod 8) where each row and column has 1modulo 4 +1’s and if Jm is the all
one m×m matrix, then [ Im | (Hm + Jm)/2 ] generates a Type I code [95]. Using the
classiﬁcation of all Hadamard matrices of order 20, all extremal Type I codes of length
40 arising from this construction have been classiﬁed; we include this data.
Then in Table 2 we give the number (p, c)/# of inequivalent Type I codes with
a (permutation) automorphism of prime order p having c p-cycles and f = n − pc
ﬁxed points. In the Appendix, we prove that the only possible values of (p, c) where
codes might arise are those listed in Table 2. We also give the numbers DC/# and
BDC/# of inequivalent Type I codes with double circulant and bordered double circu-
lant constructions. 4 Since the ﬁrst row of a bordered double circulant generator matrix
must have even weight, codes with such generator matrices have lengths 0modulo 4; by
Proposition 5.1 of [75], the length cannot be 0modulo 8. So we give BDC/# only for
lengths 4modulo 8. In Table 2, we give values of (p, c) for which (p, c)/# is unknown.
A similar summary for Type II codes is presented in Table 3.
• [38, 19, 8]: Codes exist [41,90] for both possible weight enumerators
W1 = 1+ 171y8 + 1862y10 + 10, 374y12 + 36, 765y14 + · · · , and
W2 = 1+ 203y8 + 1702y10 + 10, 598y12 + 36, 925y14 + · · · .
There are over 900 such codes [67].
• [40, 20, 8]: There is one possible form for the weight enumerator
W = 1+ (125+ 16)y8 + (1664− 64)y10 + (10, 720+ 32)y12 + · · · ,
where 010. Codes exist for all  except possibly when =9 [33,34,41,84,90,95].
There are at least 3190 inequivalent [40, 20, 8] Type I codes [45]. Up to equivalence
there are 6 Type I codes arising from Hadamard matrices [95].
• [42, 21, 8]: There are two possible forms for the weight enumerator
W1 = 1+ 164y8 + 697y10 + 15, 088y12 + 33, 456y14 + · · · , and
W2 = 1+ (84+ 8)y8 + (1449− 24)y10 + (10, 640− 16)y12 + · · · ,
where 060. Codes exist for W1 [151,154] and for W2 when  = 0, . . . , 22,
24, 26, 28, 32, 42 [17,30,31,33,41,47,90]. There are at least 6137 inequivalent
[42, 21, 8] Type I codes [45].
4 Note that codes with double circulant, respectively, bordered double circulant, constructions have
automorphisms with two n/2-cycles, two (n/2 − 1)-cycles and two ﬁxed points, respectively. However,
there may be codes with these types of automorphisms that do not have double circulant or bordered
double circulant generator matrices. See the Appendix.
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Table 2
Extremal or optimal Type I codes of length 38n72 with automorphisms of type p-(c, f ) or double
circulant or bordered double circulant constructions
Complete DC/#, BDC/#, or
n (p, c)/# [Reference] Open (p, c)
38 (19, 2)/1 [75], (7, 5)/7 [146], (5, 6)/0 [166] (3, 6), (3, 8), (3, 10), (3, 12)
40 DC/6 [89], (7, 5)/2 [34], (5, 4)/1 [34], (3, 8), (3, 10), (3, 12)
(5, 8)/37 [34], (3, 6)/30 [22]
42 DC/0 [89], (7, 3)/1 [161], (7, 6)/16 [161], (3, 8), (3, 10), (3, 12), (3, 14)
(5, 4)/3 [22], (5, 8)/109 [30],(3, 6)/314 [22]
44 DC/5 [89], BDC/5 [89], (11, 2)/1 [164] (7, 3), (7, 6), (3, 8),
(11, 4)/11 [160], (5, 4)/17 [22], (5, 8)/512 [30], (3, 10), (3, 12), (3, 14)
(3, 6)/large [22]
46 the code is unique [92]
48 DC/1 [89] (11, 4), (7, 6), (5, 8),
(3, 14), (3, 16)
50 DC/2 [89], (7, 7)/4 [107] (5, 8), (5, 10), (3, 14), (3, 16)
52 DC/6 [89], BDC/2 [89], (7, 7)/499 [108] (13, 4), (5, 10), (3, 14), (3, 16)
54 DC/9 [89] (13, 4), (7, 7), (5, 10),
(3, 14), (3, 16), (3, 18)
56 DC/0 [89] (13, 4), (7, 7), (7, 8), (5, 10),
(3, 14), (3, 16), (3, 18)
58 (29, 2)/11 [89] (7, 8), (5, 10), (3, 14),
(3, 16), (3, 18)
60 DC/1 [89], (29, 2)/3 [89] (7, 8), (5, 10), (5, 12), (3, 14),
(3, 16), (3, 18), (3, 20)
62 DC/0 [89] (31, 2), (7, 8), (5, 10), (5, 12),
(3, 16), (3, 18), (3, 20)
64 DC/2 [78] (7, 8), (7, 9), (5, 12),
(3, 16), (3, 18), (3, 20)
66 DC/3 [78] (11, 6), (7, 9), (5, 12), (3, 14),
(3, 16), (3, 18), (3, 20), (3, 22)
68 DC/23 [78], BDC/84 [78] (17, 4), (11, 6), (7, 9),
(5, 12), (3, 14), (3, 16),
(3, 18), (3, 20), (3, 22)
70 DC/0 [78] (23, 3), (17, 4), (11, 6), (7, 9),
(7, 10), (5, 12), (5, 14), (3, 18),
(3, 20), (3, 22)
72 DC/0 [78] (17, 4), (11, 6), (7, 9), (7, 10),
(5, 12), (5, 14), (3, 18), (3, 20),
(3, 22), (3, 24)
• [44, 22, 8]: There are two possible forms for the weight enumerator
W1 = 1+ (44+ 4)y8 + (976− 8)y10 + (12, 289− 20)y12 + · · · ,
where 10122, and
W2 = 1+ (44+ 4)y8 + (1232− 8)y10 + (10, 241− 20)y12 + · · · ,
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Table 3
Extremal Type II codes of length 40n64 with automorphisms of type p-(c, f ) or double circulant
or bordered double circulant constructions
Complete DC/#, BDC/#, or
n (p, c)/# [Reference] Open (p, c)
40 DC/9 [89], (19, 2)/3 [110], (7, 5)/5 [110], (3, 8), (3, 10), (3, 12)
(5, 4)/1 [110], (5, 8)/45 [167], (3, 6)/16 [22]
48 the code is unique
56 DC/0 [89], BDC/9 [89], (13, 4)/16 [159] (7, 7), (7, 8), (5, 10),
(3, 14), (3, 16), (3, 18)
64 DC/45 [78], BDC/21 [78], (31, 2)/38 [111] (7, 8), (7, 9), (5, 12),
(3, 16), (3, 18), (3, 20)
where 0154. Codes exist for W1 when  = 10, . . . , 68, 70, 72, 74, 82, 86, 90,
122 [17,22,27,30,31,41,46,47,75,84,90] and for W2 when  = 0, . . . , 56, 58, . . . ,
62, 64, 66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 76, 82, 86, 90, 104, 154 [16,22,30,33,41,45–47,75,84,90,160,
169]. There are at least 14,016 inequivalent [44, 22, 8] Type I codes [45].
• [46, 23, 10]: There is a unique [46, 23, 10] Type I code [92], a direct consequence of
the uniqueness of a [48, 24, 12] Type II code [97]. This code, a shortened extended
quadratic residue code, has weight enumerator
W = 1+ 1012y10 + 9660y12 + 56, 925y14 + 235, 290y16 + · · · .
• [48, 24, 10]: There are two possible weight enumerators
W1 = 1+ 704y10 + 8976y12 + 56, 896y14 + 267, 575y16 + · · · , and
W2 = 1+ 768y10 + 8592y12 + 57, 600y14 + 267, 831y16 + · · · .
A code with weight enumerator W1 was constructed in [27] and W2 in [41]. There
are at least 20 inequivalent [48, 24, 10] Type I codes [129].
• [50, 25, 10]: Weight enumerators have forms
W1 = 1+ 196y10 + 11, 368y12 + 31, 752y14 + 397, 782y16 + · · · , and
W2 = 1+ (580− 32)y10 + (7400+ 160)y12 + (56, 200− 160)y14 + · · · ,
where 010. Codes exist for W1 [107] and for W2 when  = 0, 1, 2 [32,41,56].
There do not exist codes with an automorphism of order 2 with ﬁxed points [17].
In addition there are exactly 4, respectively 48, codes with weight enumerator W1
possessing an automorphism of order 7 [107], respectively, order 3 with 2 ﬁxed
points [24]; the codewords of weight 10 in these codes lead to quasi-symmetric
2-(49, 9, 6) designs. Thus there are at least 51 [50, 25, 10] Type I codes.
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• [52, 26, 10]: Weight enumerators have forms
W1 = 1+ 250y10 + 7980y12 + 42, 800y14 + 349, 150y16 + · · · , and
W2 = 1+ (442− 16)y10 + (6188+ 64)y12 + 53, 040y14 + · · · ,
where 027. Codes exist for W1 [41] and for W2 when  = 0, . . . , 7, 12
[32,56,84,108,155,169].
• [54, 27, 10]: There are two possible forms for the weight enumerator
W1 = 1+ (351− 8)y10 + (5031+ 24)y12 + (48, 492+ 32)y14 + · · · ,
where 043, and
W2 = 1+ (351− 8)y10 + (5543+ 24)y12 + (43, 884+ 32)y14 + · · · ,
where 1243. Codes exist for W1 when 015 and 18 [16,25,33,56,89,90]
and for W2 when 1220 [16,56,155]. There are 1275 [54, 27, 10] Type I codes
with an automorphism of order 9 [25].
• [56, 28, 12]: In [41], two possible weight enumerators are given. The second was
eliminated in [162]. No codes are known for the remaining weight enumerator
W = 1+ 4606y12 + 45, 056y14 + 306, 922y16 + 1, 576, 960y18 + · · · .
• [58, 29, 10]: There are two possible forms for the weight enumerator
W1 = 1+ (165− 2)y10 + (5078+ 2)y12 + (17, 190+ 18)y14 + · · · ,
where 082, and
W2 = 1+ (319− 24− 2)y10 + (3132+ 152+ 2)y12 + · · · ,
where 011 and 0159 − 12. A code for W1 exists when  = 55 [154].
Codes exist for W2 when =0 with =0, 2, 18, 20, 32, and  ∈ {2m | 18m64}
[16,17,25,33,41,49,89,90,117,157]; =1 with  ∈ {2m | 21m50} [16,17,117,169];
and  = 2 with  ∈ {2m | m = 16, 18, 20, 22, or 24m44, or 46} [17,33,117,157].
• [60, 30, 12]: There are two forms [74] possible for weight enumerators
W1 = 1+ 3451y12 + 24, 128y14 + 336, 081y16 + · · · , and
W2 = 1+ (2555+ 64)y12 + (33, 600− 384)y14 + · · · ,
where 010. A code exists for W1 [41] and for W2 when  = 0, 1, 7, 10
[25,50,74,89,157].
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• [62, 31, 12]: Weight enumerators have forms [49]
W1 = 1+ 2308y12 + 23, 767y14 + 279, 405y16 + 1, 622, 724y18 + · · · , and
W2 = 1+ (1860+ 32)y12 + (28, 055− 160)y14 + (255, 533+ 96)y16 + · · · ,
where 093. Only codes with weight enumerator W2 where  = 0, 10, 15 are
known [49,87].
• [64, 32, 12]: There are two possible forms for the weight enumerator
W1 = 1+ (1312+ 16)y12 + (22, 016− 64)y14 + · · · ,
where 14284, and
W2 = 1+ (1312+ 16)y12 + (23, 040− 64)y14 + · · · ,
where 0277. Codes exist for W1 when  = 14, 18, 44 [9,29,140] and for W2
when  = 2, 8, 9, 10, 16, 23, 30, 32, 37, 40, 44, 64 [29,41,50,78,81,127].
• [66, 33, 12]: There are three possible forms [56] for the weight enumerator
W1 = 1+ 1690y12 + 7990y14 + · · · ,
W2 = 1+ (858+ 8)y12 + (18, 678− 24)y14 + · · · ,
where 0778, and
W3 = 1+ (858+ 8)y12 + (18, 166− 24)y14 + · · · ,
where 14756. Codes exist with weight enumerator W1 [156] and W2 when
 = 0, 3, 8, 10, 14, . . . , 17, 22, 24, 26, 31, 36, 38, 41, 43, 45, 46, 52, 59, 66, 73, 74, 76,
78, 80 [41,52,78].
• [68, 34, 12]: There are two possible forms [33,58] ([56] in error) for the weight
enumerator
W1 = 1+ (442+ 4)y12 + (10, 864− 8)y14 + (223, 623− 36)y16 + · · · ,
where 1041358, and
W2 = 1+ (442+ 4)y12 + (14, 960− 8− 256)y14 + · · · ,
where 011 and 141870 − 32. Codes exist for W1 when  = 104,
122, 125, . . . , 132, 134, . . . , 137, 139, . . . , 168, 170, 172, . . . , 232, 234, 235, 236,
269, 302, 335, 401 [58,78,156]. Codes exist for W2 when  = 0 with  = 34,
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40, 44, 45, 47, . . . , 65, 67, 68, 69, 84, 86, 88, 92, 94, 96, 98, 100, 102, 104, 106, 108,
110, 114, 116, 118, 132, 136, 170, 204, 238, 272 [33,58,78];  = 1 with  = 61, 63,
64, 65, 72, 73, 76 [58]; and  = 2 and  = 65, 71, 77, 94, 108, 112, 116, 118, 124,
140, 142, 146 [33,58].
• [70, 35, 14]: No codes are known to exist for the only possible weight enumerator
(ﬁrst computed in [114] but with an error corrected in [58])
W = 1+ 11, 730y14 + 150, 535y16 + 1, 345, 960y18 + 9, 393, 384y20 + · · · .
By Theorem 3.2 of [58] the existence of a Type I [70, 35, 14] code is equivalent to
the existence of a Type II [72, 36, 16] code.
• [72, 36, 14]: No codes are known to exist for the three possible weight enumerators
W1 = 1+ 7616y14 + 134, 521y16 + 1, 151, 040y18 + · · · ,
W2 = 1+ 8576y14 + 124, 665y16 + 1, 206, 912y18 + · · · , and
W3 = 1+ 8640y14 + 124, 281y16 + 1, 207, 360y18 + · · · .
2.3. Type II codes of lengths 40–136
We give similar information for Type II codes as was given in the previous subsection
for Type I codes; unless indicated the weight enumerators come from [41]. Table 3 gives
the information about automorphisms, double circulant, and bordered double circulant
constructions through length 72. Again Table X of [144], updated in Table 9.1 of
[106], gives a lower bound on the number of extremal codes of given length; we
update this number for length 40. As with Type I codes, if Hm is a Hadamard matrix
of order m with m ≡ 4 (mod 8) where each row and column has 3modulo 4 +1’s, then
[ Im | (Hm + Jm)/2 ] generates a Type II code [152]. Using the classiﬁcation of all
Hadamard matrices of orders 20 and 28, all extremal Type II codes of lengths 40 and
56 arising from this construction have been classiﬁed.
• [40, 20, 8]: All codes have weight enumerator
W = 1+ 285y8 + 21, 280y12 + 239, 970y16 + 525, 504y20 + · · · .
There are 118 inequivalent codes derived from Hadamard matrices of order 20 [28].
There are at least 12579 Type II [40, 20, 8] codes [120].
• [48, 24, 12]: The only code is the extended quadratic residue code [97]. Its weight
enumerator is
W = 1+ 17, 296y12 + 535, 095y16 + 3, 995, 376y20 + 7, 681, 680y24 + · · · .
• [56, 28, 12]: All codes have weight enumerator
W = 1+ 8190y12 + 622, 314y16 + 11, 699, 688y20 + 64, 909, 845y24 + · · · .
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There are 5 inequivalent codes derived from Hadamard matrices of order 28 [119].
• [64, 32, 12]: All codes have weight enumerator
W = 1+ 2976y12 + 454, 956y16 + 18, 275, 616y20 + 233, 419, 584y24 + · · · .
• [72, 36, 16]: No extremal Type II codes of length 72 are known; if one exists, its
weight enumerator is [148]
W = 1+ 249, 849y16 + 18, 106, 704y20 + 462, 962, 955y24
+ 4, 397, 342, 400y28 + · · · .
By Theorem 3.2 of [58] the existence of a Type II [72, 36, 16] code is equivalent to
the existence of a Type I [70, 35, 14] code. By [38,109,134,139], the only possible
prime orders of an automorphism of a [72, 36, 16] Type II code are 2, 3, 5, and 7.
By [53], an automorphism of order 5 or 7 has two ﬁxed points. No automorphism
of order 2 or 3 can have ﬁxed points [20,21]. Furthermore, 25 and 49 do not divide
the order of the automorphism group of the code [21]. 5 From this work, Yorgov
recently proved in [163] that the automorphism group has order a divisor of 72 or
order 504, 252, 56, 14, 7, 360, 180, 60, 30, 10, or 5.
• Length 80 or more: Extremal Type II codes exist at lengths 80, 88, 104, and 136
[144]. A double circulant construction gives extremal codes of lengths 88 and 136;
extended quadratic residue codes are extremal at lengths 80 and 104. There are
exactly 11 inequivalent extremal Type II codes of length 80 with an automorphism
of order 19 [51]; among extremal Type II codes of length 80, only the extended
quadratic residue code has an automorphism of prime order greater than 19.
2.4. Formally self-dual binary codes
A code is formally self-dual if it and its dual have the same weight enumerator.
So these codes exist only at even lengths. Binary formally self-dual codes are those
studied most frequently, and among those, the ones that are even have received the
most attention.
We examine even formally self-dual binary codes ﬁrst. Even formally self-dual codes
contain the all 1 codeword. Self-dual codes are among the even formally self-dual codes,
but these more general codes are of interest because they may have higher minimum
distance than self-dual codes. This occurs at lengths 10, 18, 20, 28, 30, 34, 42, and 44,
and possibly 40. It is currently unknown whether a [70, 35, 14] self-dual code exists;
however, there does exist a [70, 35, 14] even formally self-dual code [79]. The bound
5 In [21], the author uses a list of possible structures for automorphisms from [53] and incorrectly
concludes that there are no automorphisms of odd order greater than 7; however automorphisms of order
9 with eight 9-cycles and automorphisms of order 35 with two 35-cycles actually remained possible. In
[163] automorphisms of order 35 were eliminated; however the existence or nonexistence of a code with
an automorphism having eight 9-cycles is still open.
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Table 4
Even formally self-dual binary codes of length 2n16
(non-sd) (non-sd) (non-sd)
n #sd #efsd dmax #max,sd #max,efsd #iso References
2 1 0 2 1 0 − [113,131]
4 1 0 2 1 0 − [113,131]
6 1 1 2 1 1 1 [113,131]
8 2 3 4 1 0 3 [113,131]
10 2 12 4 0 1 8 [11,113,131]
12 3 26 4 1 2 20 [3,11,131]
14 4 95 4 1 9 67 [11,62,131]
16 7 907 4∗ 3 141 331 [11,131]
on dH in Theorem 2.1(i) holds for even formally self-dual codes. By combining the
results of [125] and Brouwer’s Tables [26], the minimum distance of an [n, n/2, dH]
even formally self-dual code is bounded by
dH
{
2 n/8 + 2 if n30,
2 n/8 if n32. (2)
When a code has dimension half its length, it is possible for that code to be equivalent
to its dual. Such codes are called isodual. All self-dual codes are obviously isodual
and even formally self-dual codes often are.
The even formally self-dual binary codes have been completely classiﬁed for length
n16. The results are presented in Table 4. The number of inequivalent self-dual
and non-self-dual even formally self-dual codes is listed under “#sd” and “(non-sd)
#efsd”, respectively. In the table, “dmax” is the largest minimum weight for which
an even formally self-dual code exists. For all cases except n = 16, where dmax is
marked with an ∗, dmax = 2 n/8 + 2 from (2). By [26], no binary [16, 8, 6] code
of any type exists. The columns headed “#max,sd”, “(non-sd) #max,efsd”, and “(non-sd)
#iso” are, respectively, the number of self-dual codes with minimum distance dmax, the
number of non-self-dual even formally self-dual codes with minimum distance dmax,
and the number of non-self-dual isodual even formally self-dual codes. References for
the classiﬁcations are given in the table.
The current state of the classiﬁcation for lengths 18n48 is given in Table 5. The
notation is the same as in Table 4. Except for length n = 26, where dmax is marked
with an ∗, dmax is the largest appropriate value from (2); by [26], no binary [26, 13, 8]
code of any type exists. Binary [18, 9, 6] and [28, 14, 8] codes (not necessarily formally
self-dual) are unique; they happen to be even formally self-dual. See [150] and [112],
respectively. Recently, possible weight enumerator forms for even formally self-dual
codes of highest possible minimum weight were examined in [118].
Binary formally self-dual codes that are not even are called odd and contain at
least one odd weight codeword. They have received limited study. No bound on their
minimum distance is known in general. However for length out to 24, there is a partial
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Table 5
Even formally self-dual binary codes of length 18n48
(non-sd)
n dmax #max,sd #max,efsd References
18 6 0 1 [113,150]
20 6 0 7 [63,131]
22 6 1 41519 [93,137]
24 8 1 0 [130]
26 6∗ 1 30 [37,40,77,133]
28 8 0 1 [112]
30 8 0 6 [37,40,77,133]
32 8 8 8 [37,41,77]
34 8 0 5 [37,41,77]
36 8 41 19 [67,77]
38 8 901 23 [67,77]
40 10 0 ? [41]
42 10 0 5 [41,77]
44 10 0 12 [41,77]
46 10 1 40 [77,89]
48 12 1 ? [97]
classiﬁcation. The following chart from [10] gives the number # of odd formally self-
dual codes with highest possible minimum weight dH.
n 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
dH 1 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 6 7 7
# 1 1 1 2 1 5 112 1 2 1 1 1
In the process of developing this table, the authors of [10] have also proved that
there are unique [16, 8, 5] and [22, 11, 7] binary codes of any type; they happen to
both be odd formally self-dual. By the tables presented in this section, for even lengths
n36, except possibly n = 26, there is a self-dual or formally self-dual code that has
the highest possible minimum weight for any [n, n/2] code as determined in [26].
3. Ternary codes
Self-dual code over F3 are called Type III codes. Type III codes exist only for
lengths a multiple of 4 and only have codewords of Hamming weight a multiple of 3.
Furthermore, if C is a ternary code with all codewords of weight a multiple of 3, then
C is self-orthogonal. By [125] the minimum Hamming weight is bounded as follows.
Theorem 3.1. If C is an [n, n/2, dH] Type III code, then dH3n/12 + 3.
C is extremal if dH = 3n/12 + 3. Extremal Type III codes do not exist for lengths
n = 72, 96, 120, and all n144; see [144].
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Table 6
Type III codes of length 4n72
n # dmax #max References n # dmax #max References
4 1 3 1 [124] 40 ? 12 20 [86,102]
8 1 3 1 [124] 44 ? 12 8 [86]
12 3 6 1 [124] 48 ? 15 2 [1,132]
16 7 6 1 [39] 52 ? 15 1 [70]
20 24 6 6 [138] 56 ? 15 1 [144]
24 140 9 2 [122] 60 ? 18 2 [1,132]
28 ? 9 32 [86,102] 64 ? 18 1 [7]
32 ? 9 239 [102] 68 ? 15 or 18 1 or ? [70]
36 ? 12 1 [132] 72 ? 18 1 [44]
Type III codes of length n have been completely classiﬁed only for n20, and
extremal ones have been classiﬁed for n = 24. Table 6 gives the current status for
4n72. The number of inequivalent Type III codes is listed under “#”. “dmax” is
the largest minimum weight for which a Type III code exists, and #max is the number
of such codes. Except for length 68, dmax = 3n/12 + 3.
In [122], the extremal [24, 12] codes were shown to be generated by the rows of a
Hadamard matrix of order 24. As all such matrices are known, the 2 inequivalent ex-
tremal codes were found. If Hm is a Hadamard matrix of order m with m ≡ 8 (mod 12),
then [ Im | Hm ] generates a ternary [2m,m] self-dual code; by [86], 3 inequivalent
[40, 20, 12] Type III codes arise from the Hadamard matrices of order 20. In [102],
all inequivalent extremal Type III codes having an automorphism of prime order p5
for lengths 28, 32, and 36 and p > 5 for length 40 were found. Such automorphisms
can be assumed to be permutations with c p-cycles. For n = 28, there are 14 codes
with (p, c) = (7, 4) and 5 codes with (p, c) = (13, 2); for n = 32, there are 239 codes
with (p, c) = (5, 6) and 16 codes with (p, c) = (7, 4); for n = 36, there is 1 code (the
Pless symmetry code) with (p, c) = (17, 2); and for n = 40, there are 4 codes with
(p, c) = (13, 3) and 11 codes with (p, c) = (19, 2). The case p = 5 is still open when
n = 40. The ﬁrst example of a [52, 26, 15] extremal Type III code was given in [70]
using a fairly simple experimental technique that shows promise for generalization.
4. Codes over F4
Three families of self-dual codes over F4 have been studied. Each family uses a
different inner product and has differing notions of equivalence.
4.1. Hermitian self-dual codes over F4
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where x, y ∈ Fn4 with x = x1x2 · · · xn and y = y1y2 · · · yn. The Hermitian dual of an[n, k] code C is the [n, n − k] code C⊥H = {x ∈ Fn4 | 〈x, c〉 = 0 for all c ∈ C}. C is
Hermitian self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥H and Hermitian self-dual if C = C⊥H . Hermitian
self-dual codes are called also called Type IV codes. All codewords in Hermitian self-
orthogonal codes have even Hamming weight. Type IV codes exist for all even lengths
n and have codewords of Hamming weight n [123]. By [123], there is a bound on the
minimum Hamming weight.
Theorem 4.1. If C is an [n, n/2, dH] Type IV code, then dH2n/6 + 2.
Codes that meet this bound are called extremal. By [168], no extremal Type IV codes
exist for lengths n = 102, 108, 114, 120, 122, 126, 128, and n132. Note that if C1
and C2 are equivalent, as deﬁned in Section 1, and if C1 is Type IV, so is C2.
Type IV codes have been completely classiﬁed for lengths 2n16; all extremal
codes have been determined for lengths 18 and 20. Table 7 summarizes what is known
through length 40. The number of inequivalent Type IV codes is listed under “#”. Also
“dmax” and “#max” indicate the largest minimum weight for which a Type IV code
exists and the number of such codes. The superscript “E” indicates that the code is
extremal; the superscript “O” indicates the code is not extremal but optimal implying no
Type IV code can exist with a larger minimum weight. The existence of extremal codes
of lengths 32 through 40 is unknown. However Type IV codes of minimum distance 2
Table 7
Hermitian self-dual codes over F4 of length 2n40
n # dmax #max References
2 1 2E 1 [123]
4 1 2E 1 [123]
6 2 4E 1 [123]
8 3 4E 1 [123]
10 5 4E 2 [123]
12 10 4O 5 [123]
14 21 6E 1 [123]
16 55 6E 4 [39]
18 ? 8E 1 [103]
20 ? 8E 2 [103]
22 ? 8E 46 [101,116]
24 ? 8O 217 [116,121,147]
26 ? 8O 49 [73,116,128]
28 ? 10E 3 [100]
30 ? 12E 1 [123]
32 ? 10 or 12E 19 or ? [73,116]
34 ? 10 or 12E 105 or ? [73,116]
36 ? 12 or 14E 1 or ? [73]
38 ? 12 or 14E 1 or ? [135]
40 ? 12 or 14E 1 or ? [73]
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below the extremal value exist; this is reﬂected in the table where #max gives a lower
bound on the number of Type IV codes with the smaller minimum distance, followed
by a question mark.
The classiﬁcation of [123] shows no [12, 6, 6] Type IV code exists, and [121] and
[128] prove no [24, 12, 10] and [26, 13, 10] Type IV codes exist, respectively. All
linear codes over F4 have two monomial automorphisms of order 3 that are scalar
multiplication by elements in F4 \ F2; such automorphisms are trivial. In [100,101], all
extremal Type IV codes of lengths 22 and 28 with nontrivial odd (prime and com-
posite) order automorphisms have been classiﬁed. In [147,165] all [24, 12, 8] Type
IV codes with nontrivial odd prime order automorphisms have been classiﬁed. Weight
enumerators for [24, 12, 8], [26, 13, 8], [32, 16, 10 or 12], and [34, 17, 10 or 12] Type
IV codes are given in [116], and for [22, 11, 8] and [30, 15, 12] Type IV codes
in [123].
4.2. Euclidean self-dual codes over F4
Euclidean self-dual codes over F4 are self-dual codes under the ordinary inner prod-
uct. In addition to the Hamming weight, the Lee weight of codewords is studied. Recall
that ni(x) is the number of components of x equal to i. If F4 = {0, 1,,} where
 = 2 = 1+, then the Lee weight wtL(x) of x is wtL(x) = 2n1(x)+n(x)+n(x).
The Lee weight of a codeword in a Euclidean self-dual code is always even. A code C
is a Type II code over F4 if C = C⊥ and all its codewords have Lee weight 0modulo 4;
a self-dual code with some codeword of Lee weight 2modulo 4 is Type I. In general,
monomial matrices do not preserve orthogonality under the ordinary inner product. So
two Euclidean self-dual codes C1 and C2 are equivalent provided there is a permutation
matrix P with C1P = C2 or C1P  = C2 where  is the conjugation map.
Every element of Fn4 can be written uniquely as x + y for x, y ∈ Fn2. The Gray
map  : Fn4 → F2n2 is deﬁned by (x + y) = (x, y). The Lee distance between
u and v ∈ Fn4 is wtL(u − v). The Gray map is an F2-linear isometry from Fn4 with
Lee distance to F2n2 with Hamming distance [71], justifying the use of Lee weight.
Therefore the Gray map sends self-dual codes over F4 of length n to self-dual binary
codes of length 2n. In particular, by [71], C is a Type I, respectively Type II, code
over F4 if and only if (C) is a Type I, respectively Type II, binary code. So Type II
codes exist only for lengths a multiple of 4.
There are bounds on both Lee and Hamming weights for Type I and Type II codes.
By the Gray map isometry and Theorem 2.3, the following bounds hold.
Theorem 4.2. Let C be an [n, n/2] Euclidean self-dual code with minimum Hamming
weight dH and minimum Lee weight dL. If C is Type II, then dHdL4n/12 + 4. If
C is Type I and n 	≡ 0 (mod 12), then dHdL4n/12 + 4; if n ≡ 0 (mod 12), then
dHdL4n/12 + 2. 6
Codes meeting the appropriate bound for Lee weight are called Lee-extremal.
6 The Type I bound was stated incorrectly in [9].
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Some work has been done to classify Euclidean self-dual codes. Type II codes of
lengths 4 and 8 were classiﬁed in [71] and length 12 in [9]. For length 4, there is one
Type II code, which has dH = 3 and dL = 4. At length 8, there are two Type II codes;
both have dL = 4 and one has dH = 3 and the other dH = 4. For length 12, there are
seven codes; four codes have dH = 3 and dL = 4, two have dH = dL = 4, and one has
dH = 6 and dL = 8. Lee-extremal Type II codes exist for lengths 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 28,
32, 44, and 68 [9,71]; other lengths are open. Type I codes of lengths 2 through 10
have been classiﬁed in [115]. There is only one Type I code of length 2 and one of
length 4; both have dH = dL = 2. So at lengths 2 and 4, there are no Lee-extremal Type
I codes. For length 6, there are three Type I codes; two have dH = dL = 2 and one has
dH = 3 and dL = 4. At length 8, there are six Type I codes; three have dH = dL = 2
and the other three have dL = 4, two of which have dH = 4 also. There are three
Type I codes of length 10 with dH = dL = 4, six with dH = 3 and dL = 4, and eight
with dH = dL = 2. Also [115] shows that there are exactly two Type I codes of length
12 with dL = 6; both have dH = 5. Additionally there are at least 42 Type I codes
of length 12 with dL = 4. Complete classiﬁcation of higher lengths is daunting—for
example, the mass formula indicates that there are at least 4670 Euclidean Type I and
Type II codes of length 16. By [9,71], Lee-extremal Type I codes exist for lengths 6,
8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 32, and 34. Existence of Lee-extremal codes of length 14
and 26 would imply that binary [28, 14, 8] and [52, 26, 12] Type I codes exist; such
codes do not exist by Theorem 2.2. Lengths 24, 28, 30, and 36 or more are still open.
Type I codes of lengths n = 14, 26, 28, and 30 with dL = 4n/12 + 2 and lengths
n = 24 and 36 with dL = 4n/12 exist.
In [126] generalized doubly-even self-dual codes over arbitrary ﬁelds of characteristic
2 were deﬁned and studied. By [126, Proposition 4] doubly-even self-dual codes over
F4 are precisely the Type II codes just deﬁned. This work presents information on
the Hamming weight and the complete weight enumerator of these codes, opening up
an area for further study. Some of the extremal codes, both Euclidean and Hermitian
enumerated in this subsection and the previous one, can be realized as codes from
families of double circulant codes deﬁned in [65]; this work generalizes the Pless
symmetry codes and extends to other ﬁelds as well.
4.3. Additive self-dual codes over F4
Additive self-orthogonal codes over F4 have become important because of their con-
nection with quantum error-correction and quantum computing [35]. Any subgroup of
Fn4 under addition is called an additive code of length n. Such a code is a k-dimensional
F2-subspace of Fn4 and so has 2k codewords. It is denoted an (n, 2k) code, and if its
minimum Hamming weight is dH, the code is an (n, 2k, dH) code. The trace inner
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Table 8
Additive self-dual codes of length 1n30
n #I #II dmax,I #max,I dmax,II #max,II References
1 1 1O 1 [96]
2 1 1 1O 1 2E 1 [96]
3 3 2E 1 [96]
4 4 2 2E 1 2E 2 [96]
5 11 3E 1 [96]
6 20 6 3E 1 4E 1 [96]
7 59 3O 3 [68,96]
8 161 21 4E 2 4E 3 [48,68,72,96]
9 675 4E 8 [48,68,72]
10 3862 128 4E 101 4E 19 [4,48]
11 45,144 5E 1 [48,68]
12 1,320,284 3079 5E 63 6E 1 [35,48,68]
13 ? 5O 9 [35,68,82]
14 ? 1.72× 106 5 or 6E 5 or ? 6E 491 [4,82]
15 ? 6E 4 [68,82]
16 ? 1.02× 1010 6E 15 6E 28 [4,82]
17 ? 7E 1 [82]
18 ? 8.9× 1016 7E ? 8E 1 [4,123]
19 ? 7O 4 [35,82]
20 ? ? 8E 3 8E 5 [82,103]
21 ? 8E 1 [144]
22 ? ? 8E 1 8E 67 [82]
23 ? 8 or 9E 2 or ? [82,144]
24 ? ? 9E ? 8 or 10E 217 or ? [116,147]
25 ? 8 or 9O 30 or ? [35,82]
26 ? ? 8-10E 14 or ? 8 or 10E 49 or ? [73,82,116]
27 ? 9 or 10E 1 or ? [35]
28 ? ? 10E ? 10E 3 [100]
29 ? 11E 1 [82]
30 ? ? 11E ? 12E 1 [144]
where x, y ∈ Fn4 with x = x1x2 · · · xn and y = y1y2 · · · yn, is used to deﬁne self-
orthogonality and self-duality. If C is an (n, 2k) additive code, its trace dual code
C⊥T = {x ∈ Fn4 | 〈x, c〉T = 0 for all c ∈ C} is an (n, 22n−k) additive code. C is trace
self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥T and trace self-dual if C = C⊥T . A trace self-dual code
is an (n, 2n) code. Hermitian self-dual codes are additive trace self-dual codes. More
generally, if C is a linear code over F4, then C is Hermitian self-orthogonal if and
only if C is additive trace self-orthogonal [35, Theorem 3]. In particular, the Hermitian
self-dual codes of Section 4.1 are trace self-dual, and trace self-dual codes of odd
length cannot be linear over F4.
An additive trace self-dual code is Type II if all its codewords are of even Hamming
weight; otherwise the code is Type I. The minimum distance of an (n, 2n, dH) trace
self-dual code C is bounded as follows [144].
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Theorem 4.3. Let C be an (n, 2n, dH) trace self-dual code. If C is Type I, then
dH2n/6+1 if n ≡ 0 (mod 6), dH2n/6+3 if n ≡ 5 (mod 6), and dH2n/6+2
otherwise. If C is Type II, then dH2n/6 + 2.
More maps are allowed for equivalence of additive codes than for linear codes. If C1
and C2 are additive codes, they are equivalent provided C2 can be obtained from C1 by
permuting coordinates, scaling individual coordinates by nonzero elements of F4, and
conjugating individual coordinates. Such maps generally do not preserve linearity.
Table 8 gives what is currently known about trace self-dual codes for lengths
1n30. The notation follows that for Tables 1 and 7.
5. Codes over Z4
The study of codes over Z4 attracted great interest with the publication of [83]
showing how several well-known families of nonlinear binary codes were intimately
related to linear codes over Z4. In this work, a duality relationship via the MacWilliams
transform between the weight enumerators of the Preparata and Kerkock codes was
explained through a connection with linear Z4-codes using a Gray map. The Gray map
 : Z4 → F22 is deﬁned by (0) = 00, (1) = 01, (2) = 11, and (3) = 10. The map
is extended componentwise from Zn4 to F
2n
2 . The nonlinear Preparata (deﬁned slightly
differently from its original formulation) and Kerkock codes are the Gray image of
Z4-linear codes that are duals of each other [83].
In addition to the Hamming weight, there are two other weights used for codes over
Z4. The Lee weight wtL(x) of x is wtL(x)=n1(x)+2n2(x)+n3(x), and the Euclidean
weight wtE(x) of x is wtE(x)=n1(x)+4n2(x)+n3(x). Lee distance between x and y ∈
Fn4 is wtL(x − y). The Gray map is a distance preserving map from Zn4 with Lee
distance to F2n2 with Hamming distance. As with additive self-dual codes over F4, self-
dual Z4-codes can have odd length. In self-dual codes, all codewords have even Lee
weight and Euclidean weights divisible by 4. This leads to the deﬁnition of Type I and
Type II self-dual Z4-codes: A Type II Z4-code is a self-dual code with all codeword
Euclidean weights divisible by 8, and a Type I Z4-code is a self-dual code with some
codeword of Euclidean weight 4modulo 8. All Type II codes have a codeword with all
entries 1’s and 3’s [94]. This implies that the length n of a Type II Z4-code satisﬁes
n ≡ 0 (mod 8). Self-dual Z4-codes can have odd Hamming weight; hence a Type IV
Z4-code is self-dual with all codewords of even Hamming weight. A Type IV code
that is also Type I, respectively Type II, is called a Type IV-I, respectively Type IV-II
code. If C is a Type IV code, then the Lee weight of each codeword is a multiple of 4,
and (C) is a Type II binary code [54]. Therefore Type IV codes exist only for lengths
divisible by 4. For self-dual Z4-codes in general, the Lee weight of every codeword
is even. For self-dual codes where all Lee weights are a multiple of 4, such as Type
IV codes, the image of such a code under the Gray map is always a linear binary
code [36].
In [14], upper bounds on the minimum Euclidean weight of Type II codes and
minimum Lee weight of self-dual codes were given. The next two theorems improve
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these bounds and provide a bound on the minimum Hamming weight as well; they are
currently the best known bounds.
Theorem 5.1 (Rains and Sloane [144,145]). Let C be a self-dual Z4-code of length
n and minimum Euclidean weight dE. Then dE8 n/24 + 8 if n 	≡ 23 (mod 24). If
n ≡ 23 (mod 24), then dE8 n/24 + 12, and if equality holds, then C is obtained by
shortening a Type II code of length n+ 1.
Theorem 5.2 (Rains [143]). Let C be a self-dual Z4-code of length n = 24m + j ,
1j24, with minimum Hamming and Lee weights dH and dL, respectively. Then
dH4m+ f (j) where
j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
f (j) 1 1 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 2 2
j 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
f (j) 2 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 5 6 7 8
and dL8m + g(j) where g(j) = 2f (j) for 1j20 and g(21) = g(22) = 8,
g(23) = 10, and g(24) = 12.
For Type IV codes a series of bounds have been proved. The best bound is the
following [19].
Theorem 5.3. Let C be a self-dual Type IV Z4-code of length n with minimum
Hamming, Lee, and Euclidean weights dH, dL, and dE, respectively. If n48
and n /∈ {76, 80, 84, 88, 92, 128, 132, 136, 140}, then dH4n/48, dL8n/48, and
dE16n/48.
For the values of n12 with n 	= 16 excluded in Theorem 5.3, the following bounds
hold [18]: dH2n/12, dL4n/12, and dE8n/12 (the bound on dE also holds
when n = 16). Better bounds for lengths n ≡ 0 (mod 4) with 16n40 are given
later. Furthermore, the minimum Lee weight of a Type IV code is always twice the
minimum Hamming weight [18].
All self-dual codes have been classiﬁed through length 15. Type II codes of length
16 are also completely classiﬁed as are Type IV codes of lengths 16 and 20. Ta-
ble 9 gives the current status of the classiﬁcation of self-dual codes of length n with
1n24. The number of inequivalent Type I, II, IV-I, and IV-II codes is listed un-
der “#I”, “#II”, “#IV−I”, and “#IV−II”, respectively. The largest possible value for the
minimum Hamming weight followed by the number of self-dual codes with that Ham-
ming weight are listed under “dH/#”; analogous values are given for the Lee and
Euclidean weights under “dL/#” and “dE/#”. Blanks are placed in the table where no
possible codes of that type exist. Question marks indicate that the data is currently
unknown.
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Table 9
Self-dual Z4-codes of length 1n24
n #I #II #IV−I #IV−II dH/# dL/# dE/# References
1 1 1/1 2/1 4/1 [42]
2 1 1/1 2/1 4/1 [42]
3 1 1/1 2/1 4/1 [42]
4 2 1 2/1 4/1 4/2 [42]
5 2 1/2 2/2 4/2 [42]
6 3 2/1 4/1 4/3 [42]
7 4 3/1 4/1 4/4 [42]
8 7 4 1 1 4/2 6/1 8/4 [42]
9 11 1/11 2/11 4/11 [42]
10 16 2/5 4/5 4/16 [64]
11 19 2/3 4/3 4/19 [64]
12 58 4 2/39 4/39 8/19 [64]
13 66 2/8 4/8 4/66 [64]
14 170 3/4 6/1 8/35 [64]
15 290 3/47 6/15 8/28 [64]
16 ? 133 6 5 4/28 8/5 8/135 [91,136]
17 ? 4/62 6/17 8/17 [142]
18 ? 4/66 8/7 8/39 [142,144]
19 ? 3/1 6/1 8/1 [142,144]
20 ? 27 4/1 8/1 8/90 [23,142,144]
21 ? 5/384 8/384 8/384 [142]
22 ? 6/19368 8/19368 8/19368 [142]
23 ? 7/1.72× 106 10/30 12/30 [142,144]
24 ? ? ? ? 8/1.47× 108 12/13 16/50 [104,142]
We give additional information for lengths n ≡ 0 (mod 4) with 16n40.
• n = 16: All six Type IV-I codes have dH = 2 and dL = 4; four have dE = 4 and
two have dE = 8 [91]. Four of the ﬁve Type IV-II codes have dH = 2 and dL = 4,
one has dH = 4 and dL = 8, and all have dE = 8 [91,136].
• n = 20: All 27 Type IV-I codes have dH = 2 and dL = 4. Eleven have dE = 4 and
the other 16 have dE = 8 [23]. There are 4 indecomposable self-dual codes of length
8 with dE = 8 and 19 indecomposable Type I codes of length 12 with dE = 8. These
lead to 76 inequivalent decomposable codes of length 20 with dE = 8. Of the 16
Type IV-I codes of length 20 with dE = 8, 14 are indecomposable. Thus there are
at least 90 self-dual codes of length 20 with dE = 8.
• n = 24: The Type II codes with dE = 16 (largest possible) having an automorphism
of odd prime order p > 3 have been classiﬁed in [104]. If the automorphism has c
p-cycles, the only possibilities that arise are: 1 code with p = 23, c = 1; 6 codes
with p = 11, c = 2; 9 codes with p = 7, c = 3; and 28 codes with p = 5, c = 4. Of
these 44 codes, 42 are inequivalent. In [142] all self-dual codes with dL = 12 (largest
possible) were found; there are 13 such codes and all have dH = 8 and dE = 16,
both largest possible. Furthermore, all are Type II. Of these 13 codes, 5 were found
in the classiﬁcation of [104]. There are also 5 Type I codes with dE = 12 (largest
possible for Type I codes [60, Proposition 5.1]) having a bordered double circulant
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where A11 is an 11 × 11 circulant matrix. By Theorem 5.1 of [57], there are no
Type II codes (for any length) having a pure double circulant construction.
• n = 28: All Type IV codes have dH = 2, dL = 4, and dE = 4 or 8 [23]. A Type IV
code with dE = 8 exists (the Klemm code K28 in [54]).
• n = 32: All Type IV-I codes have dH = 2, dL = 4, and dE = 4 or 8; the direct sum
of two Type IV-I codes of length 16 with dE = 8 give a Type IV-I code of length 32
[23]. Type IV-II codes have dH4, dL8, and dE16 [23]; the code C5,1 of [14]
has dH = 4, dL = 8, and dE = 16. The bounds of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 for self-dual
codes give dH8, dL16, and dE16. The Z4-quadratic residue code QR32 has
dH = 8, dL = 14, and dE = 16 [15,85]. There are at least 57 Type II codes with
dE = 16 [69].
• n = 36: All Type IV codes have dH = 2, dL = 4, and dE = 4 or 8 [23]. The Klemm
code K36 in [54] has dE = 8.
• n = 40: All Type IV-II codes have dH = 2, dL = 4, and dE = 8; the direct sum
of ﬁve copies of the Klemm code K8 [42] is an example of such a code. All
Type IV-I codes have dH4, dL8, and dE16; the code C40 of [23] is such a
code with dH = 4, dL = 8, and dE = 16. Notice that the bounds between Type
IV-I and Type IV-II codes of this length are opposite what occurred at length 32.
The bounds of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 for self-dual codes give dH8, dL16, and
dE16. Twenty Type II codes with dH = 8, dL = 12, and dE = 16 were constructed
in [69].
6. Codes over F2 + uF2
As with codes over Z4, Hamming weight and two additional weights are used for
codes over F2 + uF2. The Lee weight wtL(x) of x is wtL(x) = n1(x)+2nu(x)+n1+u(x),
and the Euclidean weight wtE(x) of x is wtE(x) = n1(x)+4nu(x)+n1+u(x). Like self-
dual codes over Z4, self-dual F2 + uF2-codes can have odd length. In self-dual codes,
all codewords have even Lee and Euclidean weights. A Type II F2 + uF2-code is self-
dual with all codeword Lee weights divisible by 4, and a Type I F2 + uF2-code is
self-dual and has some codeword of Lee weight 2modulo 4. All Type II codes have
a codeword with all entries 1’s and 1 + u’s [54] implying that the length n of a
Type II F2 + uF2-code satisﬁes n ≡ 0 (mod 4). Self-dual F2 + uF2-codes can have odd
Hamming weight; hence a Type IV F2 + uF2-code is self-dual and has all codewords
of even Hamming weight. A Type IV code that is also Type I, respectively Type II,
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is called a Type IV-I, respectively Type IV-II code. Type IV codes exist only for even
lengths.
As with codes over F4 and Z4, there is a Gray map  : (F2 + uF2)n → F2n2 that
is an F2-linear isometry from (F2 + uF2)n with Lee distance to F2n2 with Hamming
distance. Every element of (F2 + uF2)n can be written uniquely as x + uy for x, y ∈
Fn2. The Gray map is deﬁned by (x + uy) = (y, x + y). By [55], C is a Type I,
respectively Type II, code over F2 + uF2 if and only if (C) is a Type I, respectively
Type II, binary code. Therefore Type II F2 + uF2-codes exist only for lengths a multiple
of 4. ’
The only general minimum weight bound for self-dual F2 + uF2-codes is on Lee
weights. The bounds on Type I and Type II codes are found in [6] and [55], respectively.7
Theorem 6.1. Let C be a self-dual F2 + uF2-code of length n and minimum Lee weight
dL. If C is Type II, then dL4 n/12 + 4. If C is Type I, then dL4 n/12 + 2 if
n ≡ 0 (mod 12), dL4 n/12+6 if n ≡ 11 (mod 12), and dL4 n/12+4 otherwise.
Type II codes have been found to meet the bound when n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and n32
and n = 40 [55]; it is unknown whether the bound is met for codes of lengths n = 36
or n > 40. The Type I bound is met for lengths n with 6n12, n = 16, 18n24,
and 30n34; for all other lengths with n34, no code meets this bound but codes
exist with Lee weights 2 less than the bound, except possibly length 28 [55]. It is
unknown if the bound is met for Type I codes of lengths n35.
Bounds on the minimum Hamming weight of Type I codes of lengths 9n24 are
known [55]:
n 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
dH 3 3 4 5 5 6 5 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 10
It is not known if Type I codes exist meeting these bounds. Bounds on Type IV codes
for lengths 2n24 are given in Table 10 [80]. A ∗ in the table means a code exists
meeting the bound.
Table 10
Bounds on minimum weights of Type IV codes over F2 + uF2
n 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Type IV-I dH 2∗ 2∗ 2∗ 2∗ 2∗ 4∗ 4∗ 4∗ 4∗ 6 6∗ 8
Type IV-I dL 2∗ 2∗ 4∗ 4∗ 4∗ 6∗ 6∗ 8∗ 8 8∗ 8∗ 10∗
Type IV-I dE 2∗ 2∗ 6∗ 6∗ 8∗ 8 8∗ 8∗ 8∗ 12 12 12
Type IV-II dH 2∗ 4∗ 2∗ 4∗ 6 8∗
Type IV-II dL 4∗ 4∗ 4∗ 8∗ 8∗ 12
Type IV-II dE 4∗ 8∗ 8∗ 8∗ 12 12∗
7 An incorrect Type I bound was originally given in [55].
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Table 11
Self-dual F2 + uF2-codes of length 1n16
n #I #II #IV−I #IV−II dH/# dL/# dE/# References
1 1 1/1 2/1 4/1 [55]
2 2 1 2/1 2/2 4/1 [55]
3 2 1/2 2/2 4/1 [55]
4 3 2 1 1 2/3 4/2 4/3 [55]
5 5 1/5 2/5 4/3 [55]
6 13 4 2/8 4/5 6/2 [55]
7 14 3/1 4/1 4/9 [55]
8 34 10 6 4 4/2 4/21 8/2 [54,55]
9 ? ? ? ?
10 ? 14 ? 4/14 8/1 [54]
11 ? ? ? ?
12 ? 82 1 14 6/? 8/1 ? [6,54]
13 ? ? ? ?
14 ? 1 ? 6/8 ? [54]
15 ? ? ? ?
16 ? 1894 ? 157 ? 8/21 ? [6,88]
All self-dual codes have been classiﬁed through length 8. Type II codes of length
12 and 16 are also completely classiﬁed as are Type IV-II codes of lengths 12 and
16. Table 11 gives the current status of the classiﬁcation of self-dual codes of length
n with 1n16. The notation is as in Table 9. Blanks are placed in the table where
no possible codes of that type exist. Question marks indicate that the data is currently
unknown.
7. Codes over F2 + vF2  F2 × F2
In this section it will be convenient to consider the ring F2 + vF2 in the isomorphic
form F2 × F2; the isomorphism  : F2 + vF2 → F2 × F2 is given by (a + bv) =
(a + b, a) where a, b ∈ F2. Let C be a linear code of length n over F2 × F2. Then
there exist unique [n, ki] binary linear codes Bi for i = 1, 2 such that C = B1×B2. C
has 2k codewords where k = k1 + k2; so 0k2n. Therefore classiﬁcations of codes
over F2 × F2 are intimately tied to classiﬁcations of binary linear codes.
As with codes over Z4 and F2 + uF2, there are two additional weights besides
Hamming weight used for codes over F2 × F2. The Lee weight wtL(x) of x, deﬁned
in [54], is wtL(x) = n(1,0)(x) + n(0,1)(x) + 2n(1,1)(x), and the Bachoc weight wtB(x)
of x, deﬁned in [2], is wtB(x) = 2n(1,0)(x) + 2n(0,1)(x) + n(1,1)(x). Bachoc weight
is important for its connection to lattices constructed from these codes. Notice that
if C = B1 × B2, then wtL(c) = wtH(b1) + wtH(b2) when c = (b1, b2) with bi ∈ Bi .
If C = B1 × B2 has minimum Hamming weight dH, minimum Lee weight dL, and
minimum Bachoc weight dB, then by [12]
dH = dL = min{d1, d2}dB, (3)
where di is the minimum weight of Bi .
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As with codes over F4, there are two different inner products considered with codes
over F2 × F2. For each inner product, a self-dual code of length n has 2n codewords.
Also for each inner product, a self-dual code is Type IV provided all codewords have
even Hamming weight.
7.1. Euclidean self-dual codes over F2 × F2
Euclidean self-dual codes of length n over F2 × F2 are self-dual (n, 2n) codes under
the ordinary inner product. By [59]
Theorem 7.1. C = B1 × B2 is Euclidean self-dual if and only if B1 and B2 are both
binary self-dual codes.
This implies that the length of a Euclidean self-dual code is even and all codewords
have even Lee weight.
By [54] Euclidean Type IV codes are determined as follows:
Theorem 7.2. C = B1 × B2 is a Euclidean self-dual Type IV code if and only if
B1 = B2 is a binary self-dual code.
Hence Euclidean Type IV codes are completely classiﬁed once binary self-dual codes
are classiﬁed, and, furthermore, every codeword has even Bachoc weight. For the
Euclidean Type IV code C = B × B, where B is an [n, n/2, d] self-dual binary code,
the minimum Hamming and Lee weights are both d by (3). Furthermore, if b ∈ B with
wtH(b) = d, then (b, b) ∈ C and wtB(b, b) = d implying by (3) that the minimum
Bachoc weight of C is also d. Again by (3), if there is a Euclidean self-dual code
C = B1×B2 with minimum Hamming (and Lee) weight d, then one of Bi , say B1, has
minimum Hamming weight d and thus C = B1×B1 is a Type IV code with minimum
Hamming (and Lee) weight also d. This implies that the largest minimum Hamming
(and Lee) weight of any Euclidean self-dual code is also attained by a Type IV code.
However, Euclidean self-dual codes can attain a higher minimum Bachoc weight than
Type IV codes. Only a minimal amount of further work has been done on Euclidean
self-dual codes.
7.2. Hermitian self-dual codes over F2 × F2
Deﬁne (0, 0) = (0, 0), (1, 1) = (1, 1), (1, 0) = (0, 1), and (0, 1) = (1, 0). The





where x, y ∈ (F2 × F2)n with x = x1x2 · · · xn and y = y1y2 · · · yn. Hermitian self-
duality is deﬁned as in Section 4. By [2]
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Theorem 7.3. C = B1 × B2 is Hermitian self-dual if and only if B2 = B⊥1 .
This implies that Hermitian self-dual codes can have odd length, but all codewords
have even Bachoc weight.
By [54], Hermitian Type IV codes satisfy the following:
Theorem 7.4. C = B1 × B2 is a Hermitian self-dual Type IV code if and only if
B2 = B⊥1 and both B1 and B2 are even codes.
This implies that Type IV codes exist only for even lengths, and all codewords have
even Lee weight. The results of [2,12] give bounds on all three minimum weights.
Theorem 7.5. Let C be an (n, 2n) Hermitian self-dual code with minimum Hamming
(and Lee) weight dH and minimum Bachoc weight dB. Then dB2n/3 + 2 and
dHdmax(n, (n+ 1)/2) where dmax(n, k) is the largest minimum weight of an [n, k]
binary code. If C is Type IV, dH2dmax(n, (n+ 1)/2)/2.
Brouwer’s tables in [26] can be used to determine dmax(n, k) for n256.
Hermitian self-dual codes of length n for which dB = 2n/3+2 are Bachoc-extremal;
they have been completely classiﬁed. In [8], the following upper bound on dB improves
the Bachoc bound of Theorem 7.5 and shows that Bachoc-extremal codes do not exist
for n12 and n = 9.
Theorem 7.6. Let C be an (n, 2n) Hermitian self-dual code with minimum Bachoc
weight dB. If n = 9 or n12, then dB2dmax(n, (n+ 1)/2)2n/3.
Also Bachoc-extremal codes do not exist for lengths n = 6 or 7 by [2] and n = 11 by
[8]. By [2,8], the number of Bachoc-extremal codes of lengths 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 10
are 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, and 1, respectively.
Table 12, taken from [12], gives the current status of the classiﬁcation of Hermitian
self-dual codes through length 32. The column “dH” denotes the highest minimum
Table 12
Hermitian self-dual F2 × F2-codes of length 1n32
n dH dHIV n dH dHIV n dH dHIV n dH dHIV
1 1 9 3 17 5 25 6
2 2 2 10 4 4 18 6 6 26 7 6
3 2 11 4 19 5 27 7
4 2 2 12 4 4 20 6 6 28 8 8
5 2 13 4 21 6 29 7
6 3 2 14 4 4 22 7 6 30 8 8
7 3 15 4 23 7 31 7 or 8
8 4 4 16 5 4 24 8 8 32 8 8
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Hamming (and Lee) weight for which a Hermitian self-dual code exists; “dHIV” denotes
the same for Type IV codes. Except for length 31, the codes are optimal; that is, codes
exist which meet the appropriate bounds of Theorem 7.5 as determined by [26].
8. Conclusion
Limited classiﬁcation of self-dual codes for lengths greater than what was discussed
in the individual sections has been done, but is excluded because of space considera-
tions. The contents of this paper suggest a number of areas of possible research. The
most obvious is to ﬁll in some of the question marks in the various tables or give
improvements in the columns of these tables where inequalities are found. We mention
other speciﬁc problems that come from each section.
Section 2
1. The most famous open problem is probably the determination of whether or not
there is a [72, 36, 16] Type II code; this is equivalent to ﬁnding a [70, 35, 14] Type
I code.
2. Find Type I codes that have weight enumerators that have not yet been realized.
For example, the following are of interest.
• A [40, 20, 8] Type I code with weight enumerator W where  = 9 is not known
to exist; either ﬁnd one or eliminate this weight enumerator.
• There are only 8 possible values of  in the weight enumerator W2 for which
a [50, 25, 10] Type I code is not known to exist; settle the existence for some
of these values. Do the same for the 7 unsettled cases of a [60, 30, 12] Type I
code with weight enumerator W2.
• Find a [56, 28, 12] Type I code, a [62, 31, 12] Type I code with weight enumer-
ator W1, a [66, 33, 12] Type I code with weight enumerator W3, or a [72, 36, 14]
Type I code or eliminate these possibilities.
3. Find or establish the nonexistence of a [40, 20, 10] or [48, 24, 12] even formally
self-dual code (excluding the unique [48, 24, 12] Type II code).
4. Find a general bound on the minimum weight of an odd formally self-dual code.
Section 3
1. Is the symmetry code the only [36, 18, 12] Type III code?
2. Find or establish the nonexistence of a [68, 34, 18] Type III code.
Section 4
1. Classify all [22, 11, 8] Hermitian self-dual codes.
2. Do extremal Hermitian self-dual codes exist for lengths 32, 34, 36, 38, or 40?
3. Is the Type II additive code of length 18 unique? See [4].
4. There is no [24, 12, 10] Hermitian self-dual code. Is there a [24, 12, 10] Euclidian
self-dual code or a (24, 224, 10) trace self-dual additive code?
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Section 5
1. Classify all self-dual codes of length 23 with Euclidean weight 12.
2. Classify all self-dual codes of length 24 with Euclidean weight 16. All these must
be Type II. Classify all Type I self-dual codes of length 24 with Euclidean weight
12 or show that there are too many to classify.
Section 6
1. Find a general bound on the minimum Hamming or Euclidean weight of a self-dual
code.
2. Is there a Type I self-dual code of length 35 with minimum Lee weight dL = 14?
3. Is there a Type II self-dual code of length 36 with minimum Lee weight dL = 16?
Section 7
1. Is there a Hermitian self-dual code of length 31 with minimum Hamming weight
dH = 8?
Appendix
In this Appendix, we show how the values of (p, c) not listed in Tables 2 and 3
were eliminated. We ﬁrst summarize the theory, which is actually more general than
what we present here [105].
Let q be the power of the prime r, p 	= r a prime, and X an indeterminate. The
group algebra Rp = Fq [X]/(Xp − 1), where (Xp − 1) is the ideal in Fq [X] generated
by Xp−1, is semisimple, and hence by Lemma 1 of [99] is a vector space direct sum
of minimal ideals as follows. Let Xp− 1 = M0(X)M1(X) · · ·Mg(X) where Mi(X) are
irreducible over Fq for 0 ig with M0(X) = X− 1. Then Rp = I0⊕ I1⊕ · · · ⊕ Ig
where Ij is the minimal ideal of Rp generated by (Xp − 1)/Mj (X). Each Ij is an
extension ﬁeld of Fq . In particular I0 = {k(1+X + · · · +Xp−1) | k ∈ Fq}  Fq . Also















By Lemma 1 of [100], rb,u is a ﬁeld automorphism of I0 and permutes I1, . . . , Ig
in such a way that if rb,u(Ij ) = Ik , then rb,u is a ﬁeld isomorphism from Ij
onto Ik .
Let C be an [n, k, d] code over Fq with a permutation automorphism
 = (1, 2, . . . , p)(p+ 1, p+ 2, . . . , 2p) · · · of order p with c p-cycles and f = n−pc
ﬁxed points. Such an automorphism is of type p-(c, f ). Denote the p-cycles by i for
1 ic and the ﬁxed points by c+i for 1 if . If a ∈ Fnq , let a|i be the restriction
of a to i . For 1 ic, a|i can be viewed as an element ai,0+ai,1X+· · ·+ai,p−1Xp−1
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of Rp; notice that a|i = a|iX. So C can be considered an Fq -subspace of Rcp×Ffq .
Let C()={a ∈ C | a=a} and for 1 ig, let E i () = {a ∈ C | a|j ∈ I i for 1jc
and a|j = 0 for c + 1jc + f }. Note that C() is precisely the set of codewords
in C that are constant on all cycles of . Deﬁne I = I1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ig and E() =
{a ∈ C | a|j ∈ I for 1jc and a|j = 0 for c + 1jc + f }. By Lemma 2
of [99], C(), E(), and E i () are all -invariant, C = C() ⊕ E(), and E() =
E1()⊕ · · · ⊕ Eg(). (These are internal direct sums as vector spaces.) Let 	(C()) =
{x ∈ Fc+fq | xi = a|i for some a ∈ C() and 1 ic + f } be the projection of C()
onto Fc+fq . Also let E()∗ and E i ()∗ be E() and E i () punctured on the ﬁxed points
of ; let (E()∗) and (E i ()∗) be E()∗ and E i ()∗ viewed as codes in Ic and Ici ,
respectively.







for some m, where v = v1v2 · · · vn and w = w1w2 · · ·wn are in Fnq . Deﬁne the left
dual of C to be C⊥L = {v ∈ Fnq | 〈v,w〉 = 0 for all w ∈ C}. C is left self-orthogonal
under (4) if C ⊆ C⊥L and left self-dual if C = C⊥L . Analogous deﬁnitions can be given
for right self-orthogonality and right self-duality. If C = C⊥L = C⊥R , then C is self-dual
under (4). The main result we need is the following from [99,100].
Theorem A.1. Let C be an [n, k, d] code over Fq with an automorphism  of order
p with c p-cycles and f = n−pc ﬁxed points. Let s, t be integers with sm. Choose








 be the permutation on 1, . . . , g where rm−s ,u(I i ) = I
(i), and let
1, . . . ,0 be the orbits of 
. The following hold:
(i) Assume C is an [n, n/2] code over Fq that is left self-dual under (4). Then C() is
an [n, (c+ f )/2] code over Fq that is left self-orthogonal under (4). Furthermore
for 1 ig, (E
(i)()∗) = (rm−s ,u((E i ()∗)))⊥L under (5).
(ii) Conversely if C() is an [n, (c + f )/2] left self-orthogonal code under (4), and
if (E
(i)()∗) = (rm−s ,u((E i ()∗)))⊥L under (5) for 1 ig, then C is left
self-dual under (4).
(iii) If C is left self-dual and |i | is odd for some i with 1 i0, then c is even.
Apply this theorem to binary self-dual codes. In this case, q = r = 2, p is an odd
prime, (4) is the ordinary inner product (i.e. m = 0), and the left and right duals agree
and are the ordinary duals. We have the following result.
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Theorem A.2. Let C be an [n, n/2, dH] binary self-dual code with an automorphism
of type p-(c, f ), p odd. The following hold:
(i) If f 2dH, then 2dH − 2− log2 dH(f + c)/2.
(ii) If f < 2dH, then (f − c)/21+ log2(dH/(2dH − f )).
(iii) If pc2dH, then dH = 4 and pc = 6 or 7.
(iv) If c + 2f , then f dH.
(v) If 2z ≡ −1 (mod p) for some positive integer z, then c is even.
Proof. Parts (i)–(iii) are Lemma 3 of [98]. If c+2f , a generator matrix G of 	(C())
has (c+f )/2 > c rows. Row reducing G yields a nonzero codeword of 	(C()) that is
zero on the p-cycle coordinates, inducing a nonzero codeword of C that is zero on the
p-cycles and hence has weight f or less; (iv) follows. If 2z ≡ −1 (mod p), we choose
s = 0, t = z, and u = 1 in Theorem A.1 making rm−s ,u = 1,1 the identity map. Part
(v) follows from Theorem A.1(iii). 
Clearly the only primes p to consider are those with p < n. We are interested
in 38n72. Theorem A.2(v) implies that c must be even for the primes p with
3p71 except 7, 23, 31, 47, and 71. This observation together with the remainder
of Theorem A.2 eliminates many possibilities. The following lemma eliminates others.
Lemma A.3. Let C be an [n, n/2, dH] binary self-dual code with automorphism  of
type p-(c, f ). The following hold:
(i) If p = 3 and c12, then dH8.
(ii) If p = 3 and c16, then dH12.
(iii) If (p, c) = (5, 6), (7, 3), (7, 4), (11, 2), (13, 2), or (23, 1), then dH8.
Proof. If p = 3, then X3 − 1 = (X − 1)(1 + X + X2), s = 0, t = 1, and u = 1 in
Theorem A.1. By this theorem, C = C() ⊕ E1() where (E1()∗) is a [c, c/2,D]
Hermitian self-dual code over F4. The F4-components of (E1()∗) are associated to
the 3-cycle F2-coordinates of E1() under the correspondence 0 ↔ 000, 1 ↔ 011,
 ↔ 101,  ↔ 110. So a F4-codeword in (E1()∗) of Hamming weight w is
associated with a F2-codeword in E1() of Hamming weight 2w. Hence 2DdH. By
Table 7, if c12, then D4, and if c16, then D6. Parts (i) and (ii) follow.
If p = 5, 7, 11, 13, or 23 then C = C() ⊕ E() where E() has dimension
n/2− (c+f )/2 = (p−1)c/2. So E()∗ is a [pc, (p−1)c/2, dH] binary code. When
(p, c) = (5, 6), (7, 3), (7, 4), (11, 2), (13, 2), or (23, 1), E()∗ is a [30, 12, dH],
[21, 9, dH], [28, 12, dH], [22, 10, dH], [26, 12, dH], or [23, 11, dH] binary
code, respectively. By Brouwer’s Tables [26] and the fact that dH is even, dH8
in each case. 
Lemma A.3 implies that extremal [n, n/2, dH] Type I or Type II codes with auto-
morphism of type 3-(c, f ) where c12, type 5-(6, f ), type 7-(3, f ), type 7-(4, f ),
type 11-(2, f ), type 13-(2, f ), or type 23-(1, f ) cannot exist when dH10, that is,
for n46. Furthermore, extremal codes cannot exist with an automorphism of type
3-(14, f ) or 3-(16, f ) when dH14, that is, for n70. Theorem A.2 and Lemma A.3
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eliminate all possibilities except those listed in Tables 2 and 3 and the following values
of (n, p, c, f ): (38, 5, 4, 18), (40, 7, 3, 19), (40, 19, 2, 2), (42, 11, 2, 20), (44, 23, 1, 21),
(48, 23, 2, 2), (48, 47, 1, 1), (64, 31, 2, 2), (68, 7, 5, 33), (68, 31, 1, 37), (72, 23, 3, 3),
(72, 71, 1, 1). These possibilities can be eliminated by a few more arguments.
If f > c, let G be a generator matrix for the [n, (c+f )/2, dH] code C(). Because
entries in the cycle coordinates are constant on each cycle, when G is row reduced to
the matrix G′, the last (c+f )/2−c = (f −c)/2 rows are 0 on the p-cycle coordinates.
So the code generated by these last (f − c)/2 rows of G′ punctured on the p-cycle
coordinates is an [f, (f − c)/2, dH] code. By Brouwer’s Tables such codes do not
exist when f > c in the remaining cases.
Both (48, 47, 1, 1) and (72, 71, 1, 1) are eliminated as follows. In each case, the code
is an extended cyclic code. In both situations, there are only two nonzero 2-cyclotomic
cosets modulo p, and so each code is an extended quadratic residue code, which must
be Type II. If n = 48, the code is the unique extremal Type II code of that length; if
n = 72, the code has minimum distance 12 and is not extremal.
The other cases are eliminated by a common argument similar to that presented in
Theorem 4 of [34]. The automorphism  of C acts on the codewords of weight i. The
orbits of this action are of size 1 or p. Codewords in an orbit of size 1 must be constant
on p-cycles. So if f < i < p, such codewords cannot exist. Thus if Ai is the number
of codewords of weight i in C and if f < i < p, then Ai ≡ 0 (mod p). For both Type I
and Type II codes, Ai is known. If C is a [40, 20, 8] Type I code, and  has order 19,
then A8 = 125+16 ≡ 0 (mod 19) implying  ≡ 10 (mod 19). So A10 = 1664−64 ≡
1664 − 640 	≡ 0 (mod 19), a contradiction. If C is a [48, 24, 10] Type I code, and 
has order 23, A10 = 704 or 768; in either case A10 	≡ 0 (mod 23), a contradiction. If
C is a [64, 32, 12] Type I code, and  has order 31, A12 = 1312 + 16. As A12 ≡
0 (mod 31),  ≡ 11 (mod 31). But A14 = 22016−64 or A14 = 23040−64; neither is
0modulo 31 when  ≡ 11 (mod 31), a contradiction. Finally, if C is a [72, 36, 14] Type
I code, and  has order 23, A14 = 7616, 8576, or 8640. In all cases, A14 	≡ 0 (mod 23),
eliminating the last case. We remark that extremal Type II codes do exist for n = 40
and automorphism of type 19-(2, 2), n = 48 and automorphism of type 23-(2, 2), and
n = 64 and automorphism of type 31-(2, 2); see Table 3 and Theorem 3 of [98].
When n = 72, no extremal Type II codes with an automorphism of type 23-(3, 3)
exists [134].
It is often assumed that classiﬁcation of self-dual codes of length 2p, p a prime,
with a double circulant construction is equivalent to the classiﬁcation of self-dual
codes of that length with an automorphism of type p-(2, 0). However, codes with
an automorphism of this type are double circulant only if the coordinates of a p-cycle
form an information set. A similar confusion occurs at length 2p + 2: a code with
automorphism of type p-(2, 2) has a bordered double circulant construction only if
the coordinates of a p-cycle together with one ﬁxed point form an information set.
For example, by Table 3, there are 38 extremal Type II codes of length 64 with an
automorphism of type 31-(2, 2) but only 21 of them have bordered double circulant
constructions.
There are circumstances in which every code with automorphism  of type p-(2, 0) or
p-(2, 2), has a double circulant or bordered double circulant construction, respectively.
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If 1+X + · · · +Xp−1 is irreducible over F2, then Rp = I0 ⊕ I1, and I1 is all even
weight vectors of length p. Since I1 is a ﬁeld and one coordinate, say the ﬁrst, of
the [2, 1] code (E1()∗) is nonzero, we can obtain any even weight vector in the
ﬁrst p-cycle of E1(). If  has no ﬁxed points, C() is the code generated by the all
1 vector, which has odd weight on the ﬁrst p-cycle; clearly row reducing a generator
matrix on the ﬁrst p-cycle gives the identity matrix on that p-cycle. Similarly, if 
has two ﬁxed points, C() is the [n, 2, n/2] code generated by the all 1 vector and a
vector with 1’s on one p-cycle and one ﬁxed point. By putting the proper ﬁxed point
before the ﬁrst p-cycle, a generator matrix can be row reduced to give the form for
a bordered double circulant generator matrix in (1). In particular, for 38n72, the
types 19-(2, 0), 29-(2, 0), 29-(2, 2) give a (bordered) double circulant construction at
length 38, 58, 60 respectively.
Finally, the [46, 23, 10] Type I code with an automorphism  of type 23-(2, 0) must
have a double circulant construction. R23 = I0 ⊕ I1 ⊕ I2, and each (E i ()∗) is a
[2, 1] code. If one 23-cycle coordinate of (E i ()∗) is zero, then the codewords on
the other 23-cycle form the even weight subcode of the [23, 12, 7] Golay code, giving
a weight 8 vector in C. Hence we can assume that the idempotent (identity) of each
ﬁeld I i is in the ﬁrst coordinate of a generator matrix for (E i ()∗). As the sum of
these two idempotents is X+X2+· · ·+Xp−1 and the all 1 vector generates C(), we
can row reduce a generator matrix of C to obtain the double circulant generator matrix
in (1).
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